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MANDELA EFFECT – Part One  

Shout out to Ali from North Wales sharing these messages 

Paul & Dee in Chesterfield, UK  

Tommie in WA 

 

Linda Kirby  
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Youtube channel: Linda Kirby 

The Mandela Effect is a theory put forth by writer and “paranormal consultant” 

Fiona Broome that shared false memories are in fact glimpses into parallel worlds 

with different timelines.  

What is a false memory?  An apparent recollection of an event that did not 

actually occur, especially one of childhood sexual abuse arising from suggestion 

during psychotherapy. 

As a Christian you should have had red flags go up already.  Paranormal – that is 

of satan, dealing in the spirit realm from the occult perspective.  Beyond normal 

experience or scientific explanation.   
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President of South Africa from 1994 to 1999.  Although initially committed to 
non-violent protest, in association with the SACP he co-founded the 
militant Umkhonto we Sizwe in 1961, leading a sabotage campaign against the 
government. In 1962, he was arrested, convicted of conspiracy to overthrow the 
state, and sentenced to life imprisonment in the Rivonia Trial. 

Mandela served 27 years in prison, initially on Robben Island, and later 
in Pollsmoor Prison and Victor Verster Prison. An international campaign lobbied 
for his release, which was granted in 1990 amid escalating civil strife.  

 

Why is this “effect” named after Mandela?  Because there are those that 

remember him dying in prison in the 80’s.   But online it is stated and portrayed 

that he was released from prison and actually died December 5, 2013.  So there is 

not agreement on the timing of his death.  So since there seems to be a possibility 

that somehow both are correct, we are realizing that we are indeed in the End of 

Days as the Bible speaks about. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Umkhonto_we_Sizwe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabotage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rivonia_Trial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robben_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollsmoor_Prison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drakenstein_Correctional_Centre
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I want to tell you that so far people have been discussing many different things 
that they have noticed that have changed.  There is an older group of people that 
remember things one way and a younger group of people that remember the 
same things a different way.  There has been enough evidence left behind for us 
to scrape together enough proof that this actually has happened. 

WORLDLY EXAMPLES OF CHANGES 

Chic-Fil-A  is now Chick-Fil-A  (fast food restaurant in America) 

 

 

 

This guy drove past this restaurant every day on his way to the gym and it was 
always spelled as above.  Like me, he always wondered why they spelled it this 
way, ending with a “C.”  One day he noticed the spelling of the name had changed 
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now spelled with a “CK” on the end.   And also, he noticed that the place had 
windows where there had not been any before, and he had not seen any 
construction happen to add windows either.  He went in and asked if they went 
through any kind of name change or anything.  The manager had been working 
there since 2012 and said no, they had not.  She had never heard of it being 
spelled Chic-fil-a.  He said he had been driving by since 2014 and it always had a 
“C” on the end.  She knows nothing about that at all.   
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I dug around to see what I could find and I found this article in USA Today talking 
about Chic-fil-a as a “hate group” because they were playing Christian music and 
someone had complained and you know the rest. 

Some other examples of things that have changed with no explanation are: 
Berenstein Bears to Berenstain Bears 

Forest Gump says, “Life is like a box of chocolates.”  Now he says, “Life was like a 
box of chocolates.” 

Star Wars, Darth Vader said, “Luke, I am your father.”  Now he says, “No, I am 
your father.” 
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From “Snow White,” when the old queen used to look into the mirror and say 
mirror mirror on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all?  Now she says, magic 
mirror on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all? 

 

“Sex in the City” with Sarah Jessica Parker is now “Sex and the City.”  

The book by Ann Rice, “Interview with a Vampire” now reads “Interview with the 
Vampire.” 

No, companies have not changed their logos or the spelling of their logo and 
spent tons of money to do so.  Movies have not been remade or retitled or lines 
re-recorded.  People are on youtube showing evidence of these things having 
been changed.  Books and Movies that people own and have been in their homes 
in their possession have “magically” changed to new titles and new lines spoken 
in the movies. The trail from the change, the residue, has not been totally cleaned 
up.  “They” – the elite are working on this now.  But many many people are 
remembering the “old way” and now a newer generation is remembering a new 
way.  This is happening at the same time.  It seems like two realities happening at 
once but it isn’t.  Who is behind it?  The elite – those that serve satan. 
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This is from a video that CERN made called: We are “HAPPY” at cern. 
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This video of Cern’s was published in 2014.  Notice on the man’s lap the poster 

board that says “Mandela.”  Yep, there’s our clue.  They love to think we are 

playing a big game. 

 

Remember CERN has the god shiva out front of their facility doing his dance of 

destruction.  And just in case you aren’t sure about CERN’s intentions, let’s take a 

look at their logo. 
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Pharrell Williams, the singer of the song “Happy” used in the Cern video and 

Nelson Mandela – Supposedly Mandela died in 2013 although some remember 

him dying sooner than this. 

People who remember Mandela dying in the 80’s in prison: 

Robert Crowder30 June 15 

I haven’t thought about this in a while , but last week I was going through some 
boxes @ my Dads home and found some of my old notebooks and it contains a 
copy of the current event that I turned in the week ending on March 11 , 1983 . 
My report was only detailed about his death in prison and that he had been sick 
for a while . It focused on how the country of South Africa was pulled together 
due to his passing . I did not write the Actual date of his death , but I assume it 
was earlier that week . We had to turn a current event summary in Every Friday 
about something that happened that week for my Economics class . I am scanning 
a copy to my Hard drive but do not see a way to post it here . I did not receive a 

http://mandelaeffect.com/nelson-mandela-died-in-prison/#comment-5362
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grade on the paper , just a check at the top of the page to remark that I had done 
my work . Although I have this paper in hand , It is disturbing to me that what I 
remember is True . I am kinda Freaked over it . My Dad does not remember it but 
is confused as to why it exists as he knows I could not have recently planted it 
there . 

Danielle15 August 15 

I was in grade 4 in 1997 when I learned nelson Mandela was dead. It was black 
history month. 

My confusion later in life when I heard about him in the news, I was baffled that I 
believed for so long and so surely he already died. 

Bryan24 August 15 
The same exact thing happened to me! It was black history month in middle 
school several of my classmates covered Mandela however one even brought in 
old laminated news clippings that their parents had saved, I was able to read 
these with my own two eyes… 

Lauren Alise27 August 15 
I am the same age as you and I also remember learning about his death in school. 
100%. certain. 

Scott11 April 11 

Clear distinct memory of the Nelson Mandela funeral on tv in the early 80’s 

KING JAMES BIBLE 

Now we are coming to the core of what is going on here.  Our Bibles are being 

tampered with.   

http://mandelaeffect.com/nelson-mandela-died-in-prison/#comment-5378
http://mandelaeffect.com/nelson-mandela-died-in-prison/#comment-5387
http://mandelaeffect.com/nelson-mandela-died-in-prison/#comment-5392
http://mandelaeffect.com/nelson-mandela-died-in-prison/#comment-4892
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Just to be clear when they need to specify ASV, RSV, KJV – they will.  Otherwise it 

is from KJV as on the example of wineskins. 
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This is from a book titled: “Find it Fast in the Bible”  I bought this book online but 

messed up and it was the newer version and I could not see if it was for KJV or 

not.  The new one did not state anything. 

Matt.6:9-13 – After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in 

heaven, Hallowed be Thy name.  Thy kingdom come.  Thy will be done in earth 

(This was on earth) as it is in heaven.  Give us this day our daily bread.  And 

forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. (This was: And forgive us our 

trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against us.) And lead us not into 

temptation, but deliver us from evil: For Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and 

the glory, for ever. Amen. 

Kennedy learned this scripture back in Kindergarten from the authorized KJV and 

she learned it as trespasses/trespass so it has already changed just in 4 years. 

Pastor Charles Lawson, a man of God that preaches truth and exposes evil,  

said he has never seen an assault on the Bible like this before.   
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**Please play from 1:24 – 1:31 – Back to the Future 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAz4eWkfz28&index=2&list=PLnZ974mrg_P

F8bOg4ARAktwVbMlRFOBQf 

“Obviously the time continuum has been disrupted creating this new temporal 

event sequence resulting in this “alternate reality.” –line from the movie 

Now we all know they have been tampering with the Word of God through the 

many translations of the Bible.  We now have a Kanye West Bible. 

 

Total Blasphemy.  This bible replaces the name of God with Kanye’s name. 

We have LGBT Bibles. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAz4eWkfz28&index=2&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4ARAktwVbMlRFOBQf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAz4eWkfz28&index=2&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4ARAktwVbMlRFOBQf
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This is blasphemy as well. 

Not only those type of bibles that stand out so easily as blasphemous filth, but 

don’t overlook what has been done to the Word of God through the many 

translations that we have to make it easier to read as well. 

I listened to a great Bible study online and didn’t flag it in my playlist on YT.  So I 

went searching for that information because I want you to understand how well 

preserved the KJ Bible has been.   
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The study I listened to was by Gail Riplinger in 1996.  It’s a long study to hear, but 

well worth your time. 

I didn’t start out reading KJV, I read an open Bible and praise God He directed me 

and I did not get off track.  Many of the translations out today are meant to 

actually confuse new Christians, or those seeking Truth.  They are meant to lay a 

foundation for more change to fit the NWO/NWR agenda and that will make it 

seem ok to take the mark of the beast and that the antichrist is actually Jesus and 

things like this.  This is what the masons/elite do now.  They worship “lucifer” (not 

satan in his fallen state – but they like to think of him as he was in heaven – like 

he is glorious) and give him names that rival God or seem to say God when in fact 

they are speaking of lucifer.  That is the god who is on our money – not the Lord  

God Almighty.  The same “G” in masonry is for lucifer and the deception of the G 

is to make new initiates think it is a Christian organization.  It is not.  When the 

elite and those in secret societies make a speech and thank God for something it 

is not the God of the Bible, it is lucifer.  They all know who they mean and we 

foolishly think they are talking about the same God.  People have to define what 

God they are talking about today, because no, we are not all on the same page. 
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Gail studied the translations thoroughly and found the KJV to be the most sound 

Word of God we have in the English language.  KJV is the closest to what the early 

church fathers had.  She compares mostly to the NIV since it was the leader in the 

translations that were supposedly made to be easier to read and understand.  The 

other translations are usually as bad as the NIV or worse.  What she found was 

continually when a word was changed from the KJV it was a much bigger more 

complex word that took its place.  When making a work to be copyrighted you 

have to change so much of a percentage of it before it is considered 

copyrightable.  So what the translators do with each version is just go to the 

thesaurus and begin to pick different words.  Sometimes the choices are just 

ridiculous.  When she plugged all of this in to a computer that did an analysis 

based on the number of syllables in each word (the more syllables the more 

complex the word) she found that KJV was rated to read at the 5th grade reading 

level.  All other translations start at the 6th grade and higher.   

Luke 4:4 - And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall not live by 

bread alone, but by every word of God.  **NIV omits: but by every Word of 

God.** 

Luke 4:18 – NIV omits Jesus came to heal the brokenhearted. 

She stated that the omissions in the newer versions serve to make way to include 

all religions.   

In KJV the scriptures will read like this:  “The” God, “the” gospel, “The” Savior 

The new versions:  a God, a Savior, a gospel  (opening the door to anything or 

anyone – antichrist) 

You know in the Spanish culture there are many people with the name Jesus.  This 

was the same in Jesus’ day but in KJV where you see Jesus Christ, adding Christ on 

the end clarified or specified that This was The Anointed One.  The new versions 

are omitting Christ.   

Acts 8:37 – where the Eunuch said he believed Jesus Christ is the Son of God.   

OMITTED in NIV 
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NKJ calls Holy Spirit the Helper instead of the Comforter.  To be comforted, you 

are the weaker, but to be helped is more of an equal standing.   

**Please play from 45:18 – 49:36 – Rockefeller’s (elite) and mark of the beast 

symbolism right on the NKJ Bible** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFlCrhrMi

6VHdKi0DUHHJj-&index=15 

Those serving satan communicate by their company logos.   

**Please play from 1:15:22 – 1:17:33  -- Blavatsky who wrote the new age Bible 

links Jesus to satan for occult purposes.  This is what they have done with brining 

in confusion over the scriptures of Who is the Bright and Morning Star – that is 

Jesus Christ** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFlCrhrMi

6VHdKi0DUHHJj-&index=15 

 

Mark 10:24 – KJV - And the disciples were astonished at his words. But Jesus 

answereth again, and saith unto them, Children, how hard is it for them that trust 

in riches to enter into the kingdom of God! 

Mark 10:24 – NIV - The disciples were amazed at his words. But JESUS SAID 

AGAIN, "CHILDREN, HOW HARD IT IS TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF GOD! 

WOW!!! 

Interesting to note that at this time in 1996 she mentions that KJV had bottles in 

those questioned passages.  But in the book I looked in from 1975 it was 

wineskins.  Not sure when it was changed. 

Remember Charlotte Iserbyt 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFlCrhrMi6VHdKi0DUHHJj-&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFlCrhrMi6VHdKi0DUHHJj-&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFlCrhrMi6VHdKi0DUHHJj-&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFlCrhrMi6VHdKi0DUHHJj-&index=15
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Who spoke openly about the agenda to dumb down America through the school 

system.  There is a budget in place, plans and tests have been run and studies 

done to bring this about.  This is nothing new is has been going on a while. 

Now you can clearly see the agenda to dumb us down and away from God and 

over to satan with what has happened and is happening to our Bibles. 

Deut.17:1 – Thou shalt not sacrifice unto the LORD thy God any bullock, or sheep, 

wherein is blemish, or any evilfavouredness: for that is an abomination unto the 

LORD thy God. 

Evilfavouredness is not even a word. 

Luke 17:31 – In that day, he which shall be upon the housetop, and his stuff in the 

house, let him not come down to take it away: and he that is in the field, let him 

likewise not return back. 

My personal confirmation from the Lord: 

1 Samuel 10:22 – Therefore they inquired of the LORD further, if the man should 

yet come thither.  And the LORD answered, Behold, he hath hid himself among 

the stuff.   In this passage most other translations say baggage.  No way would 

KJV just say stuff. 
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Remember how muslims are always saying our Bibles are corrupted and all the 

claims that they make.  Well, that is true in regards to the new translations that 

have strayed away from God’s Word.  Isis works for the Vatican, the US and the 

secret societies.  There is an agenda here to discredit the Bible so that we just 

throw it out, so that others can come against it easier and so that doubt sets in 

and we turn away from God’s Word.   

 

2 Timothy 2:15  -  Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that 
needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth. 
 
Psalm 119:11 - Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against 

thee. 

 

If you have not been reading God’s Word, will you be able to know what is true 

and what is a lie?  When you open your Bible to read and see that the antichrist is 

shed in a good light and the scriptures seem to say it’s ok to take the mark in the 

End Times, will you be one that is deceived?  When scripture reads as if satan and 

Jesus are one and the same will you know the difference? 

 

Psalm 12:6-7 - The words of the LORD are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace 

of earth, purified seven times.  Thou shalt keep them, O LORD, thou shalt 

preserve them from this generation for ever. 

Amos 8:11-12  - Behold, the days come, saith the Lord GOD, that I will send a 

famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing 

the words of the LORD: And they shall wander from sea to sea, and from the 

north even to the east, they shall run to and fro to seek the word of the LORD, 

and shall not find it.   
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**What happens when those who know/knew the Word of God are gone.  As in 

die off or are gone in the rapture?  Then what for those that are left with Bibles 

that are false??** 

And just so we don’t forget how evil the elite/our leaders around the world that 

serve satan are:  
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Are they capable of doing this?  YES!  Are they capable of killing a person and just 

putting their consciousness in a clone and letting us believe it is the real person 

still alive?  YES!  We have a mixture of pure evil going on right now.  You are not 

going to get through this without Holy Spirit.   

PSY-OP OR MIND CONTROL 
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1 Cor. 2:16 - For who hath known the mind of the Lord, that he may instruct him? 

But we have the mind of Christ.   

**Please Play from 2:35 – 3:55 – Johnny Depp hinting at clone?** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7IaNKYheOU 

 

 

Johnny Depp right hand crow tattoo.  He got this tattoo in 2013.  Talking about 

the crow that he saw in a painting that inspired his headdress in the movie “The 

Lone Ranger.”  "It just so happened Sattler had painted a bird flying directly 

behind the warrior's head," said Depp in an April interview with Entertainment 

Weekly. "It looked to me like it was sitting on top. I thought: Tonto's got a bird 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7IaNKYheOU
http://insidemovies.ew.com/2012/04/22/johnny-depp-reveals-origins-of-tonto-makeup-from-lone-ranger-exclusive/
http://insidemovies.ew.com/2012/04/22/johnny-depp-reveals-origins-of-tonto-makeup-from-lone-ranger-exclusive/
http://insidemovies.ew.com/2012/04/22/johnny-depp-reveals-origins-of-tonto-makeup-from-lone-ranger-exclusive/
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on his head. It's his spirit guide in a way. It's dead to others, but it's not dead to 

him. It's very much alive."   

**Please play from :29 – 1:06   &  1:13 – 2:18    Johnny Depp’s REM clone?** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbBCH6D2FU0 

**Please play from 0 – 1:27 – Johnny Depp’s REM clone?** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKl8ZaqRAtw 

 

Did you notice no tattoo?? 

Matt. 24:24 - For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew 

great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the 

very elect. 

CLOSING 

So they are trying to mess with what has been the best translation that we have 

of the Word of God.  They are succeeding in making little changes here and there.  

They want to create doubt so that we distrust our Bibles.  This all has to happen in 

order for them to move Christianity into a more inclusive religion instead of an 

exclusive one.  This is preparing the way for New World Religion which is part of 

the New World Order.   

Christianity is not inclusive.  It is exclusive.  There are not many ways to heaven.  

There is one way and that is Jesus Christ. 

John 14:6 - Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the Truth, and the Life: no man 

cometh unto the Father, but by Me.   

1 Peter 1:25 - But the word of the Lord endureth for ever. And this is the word 

which by the gospel is preached unto you.  

They can change the Bibles, make up translations, water it down – But God’s 

Word will endure and it will come to pass even if all the Bibles were burned and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbBCH6D2FU0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKl8ZaqRAtw
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done away with – God’s Word still stands and nothing will make it null and void. 

They can rewrite it to say anything they want, and what God actually said is still 

going to come to pass.  He speaks to His children by His Holy Spirit and nothing or 

no one can ever take that away.  And about this time/space bending and jumping, 

God has a set time and nothing they can do will change what He has purposed. 

PRAYER 
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Website listing errors as they are found and verified and open for discussion. 

http://mandela-effect.bplaced.net/doku.php?id=changes_in_bible-

translations_overview#comment_6d6af0280186ae8dc3918a184e6a6ae4 

Dr. Richard Day talks from back in 1968 about what would happen with religion 

and the Bible being changed 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcGqkvjKCvA 

“Happy” at CERN about Mandela 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9IryX1A3Xg&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4AR

AktwVbMlRFOBQf&index=10 

Jason meets Mandela 

http://massappeal.com/remembering-a-moment-with-nelson-mandela/ 

Many people remember Mandela dying in prison in the 80’s 

http://mandelaeffect.com/nelson-mandela-died-in-prison/ 

Chic-fil-a vs Chick-fil-a  (and there is also another one: Chik-fil-a) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUZWRqqI7qQ 

Neil the time traveler from the guy who meets with aliens monthly.  He’s been in 

contact with them since 1959. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILhvgWHoRPA&index=12&list=PLnZ974mrg_

PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh 

 

KJV – Still the Best Bible Translation out there (study of the translations) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc 

USA Today newspaper archives on chic-fil-a 

http://mandela-effect.bplaced.net/doku.php?id=changes_in_bible-translations_overview#comment_6d6af0280186ae8dc3918a184e6a6ae4
http://mandela-effect.bplaced.net/doku.php?id=changes_in_bible-translations_overview#comment_6d6af0280186ae8dc3918a184e6a6ae4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcGqkvjKCvA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9IryX1A3Xg&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4ARAktwVbMlRFOBQf&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9IryX1A3Xg&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4ARAktwVbMlRFOBQf&index=10
http://massappeal.com/remembering-a-moment-with-nelson-mandela/
http://mandelaeffect.com/nelson-mandela-died-in-prison/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUZWRqqI7qQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILhvgWHoRPA&index=12&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILhvgWHoRPA&index=12&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUhFDv7CNKc
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2013/09/21/christians-persecution-hate-tolerance-gays-

column/2828867/ 

Happy video by Cern 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0Lt9yUf-VY 

Mary K. Baxter / When Jesus took her to outer darkness 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw 

Johnny Depp crow tattoo on right hand at least as of 2013 

https://www.yahoo.com/movies/bp/behind-ink-johnny-depp-crow-tattoo-other-

body-210556385.html 

 

Montauk & Philadelphia Experiments – Bending Time, Aliens, Mind Control, 

Esoteric Training Etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGglyC8QEnk&index=3&list=PLnZ974mrg_P

FNkrK8r8mEb6drM61xxbH1 

Nikola Tesla – straight up occult 

http://www.healthnutnews.com/the-nikola-tesla-interview-hidden-for-116-

years/ 

New Order of the Barbarians – Richard Day talks of the changes in society and 

religion to make way for the NWO and NWR 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcGqkvjKCvA&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4AR

AktwVbMlRFOBQf&index=5 

Stephen Hawking warning that cern could lead to the destruction of the universe 

http://www.livescience.com/47737-stephen-hawking-higgs-boson-universe-

doomsday.html 

Prince on chemtrails and presidents 

http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2013/09/21/christians-persecution-hate-tolerance-gays-column/2828867/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2013/09/21/christians-persecution-hate-tolerance-gays-column/2828867/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0Lt9yUf-VY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw
https://www.yahoo.com/movies/bp/behind-ink-johnny-depp-crow-tattoo-other-body-210556385.html
https://www.yahoo.com/movies/bp/behind-ink-johnny-depp-crow-tattoo-other-body-210556385.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGglyC8QEnk&index=3&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFNkrK8r8mEb6drM61xxbH1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGglyC8QEnk&index=3&list=PLnZ974mrg_PFNkrK8r8mEb6drM61xxbH1
http://www.healthnutnews.com/the-nikola-tesla-interview-hidden-for-116-years/
http://www.healthnutnews.com/the-nikola-tesla-interview-hidden-for-116-years/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcGqkvjKCvA&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4ARAktwVbMlRFOBQf&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcGqkvjKCvA&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF8bOg4ARAktwVbMlRFOBQf&index=5
http://www.livescience.com/47737-stephen-hawking-higgs-boson-universe-doomsday.html
http://www.livescience.com/47737-stephen-hawking-higgs-boson-universe-doomsday.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyCeFNrdkIs 

Mandela effect explained – Tesla was right – science minded guy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUvce81BfYk 

Kanye West bible 

http://www.christianpost.com/news/man-who-published-kanye-west-bible-

replacing-god-with-rappers-name-hits-back-at-critics-as-sales-soar-exclusive-

137224/ 

 

 

**IF you don’t find a video I mentioned, go to Three Hearts Church Youtube 

Channel and click on “Play Lists” and look for the title: Mandela Effect and you will 

see most of the research I did there.** 

Linda Kirby’s website / WGON  

www.whatsgoingonnews.com 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyCeFNrdkIs
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http://www.christianpost.com/news/man-who-published-kanye-west-bible-replacing-god-with-rappers-name-hits-back-at-critics-as-sales-soar-exclusive-137224/
http://www.christianpost.com/news/man-who-published-kanye-west-bible-replacing-god-with-rappers-name-hits-back-at-critics-as-sales-soar-exclusive-137224/
http://www.christianpost.com/news/man-who-published-kanye-west-bible-replacing-god-with-rappers-name-hits-back-at-critics-as-sales-soar-exclusive-137224/
http://www.whatsgoingonnews.com/

